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uring the 1904-1905 campaign, the French archaeologists at Susa discovered a three-
dimensional bronze model, encased in a brick-like gypsum block.1 Such a unique
object could have puzzled the naming needs of the scholars if, according to the
common interpretation2 of the short inscription in the near-right corner of the base,
nobody less than Šilhak-Inšušinak I (1140-1120 BC), king of Anšan and Susa, referred to it as
a sit šamši (si-it ša-am-ši).3 This name, appearing actually in lines 5-6 of the inscription and
followed by the adjective ‘bronze’ (sa-hi-ya) and by a form of the verb ‘to do, make’ (hu-
[uh-t]ah4), means ‘the rising of the sun, sunrise’ in Akkadian. Since Akkadian was widely
attested in Susiana in the 2nd millennium BC,5 this is not as surprising as the remainder
of the inscription, which is in Elamite,6 resulting in a shift from a genitive syntagma to a
crystallized loan-word for the supposed name of the cult act set for eternity in the bronze
model.7 Although the shape of the signs follows the usual middle Elamite development, the
same cuneiform signs could have written sit šamši in Akkadian.8
                                                          
Remarks on transliteration and transcription
Cuneiform transliteration is underlined; transcription is italicized. Since cuneiform writing is
variable in orthography, transcription of a less-understood language such as Elamite is primarily
intended as a comprehensive way of referring to all the attested spellings of the transcribed word.
Therefore, even if not always satisfactory from a phonemic point of view, Elamite words are tran-
scribed according to the glossary in Hallock 1969: 663-776, which provides spellings and occurrences
for each lexical entry in transcription.
1  See the detailed description in Tallon 1992, including a discussion on the dubious archaeological
context. The model is often mentioned in comprehensive handbooks on the ancient Near East and its
artistic production (see for instance Roaf 1990: 74). The model is exhibited in room 10 of the
‘Antiquités Orientales’ collection of the Louvre museum. See also Amiet 1966: 390-393 (with further
references) and Potts 1999: 239-240 (the related plate 7.8 is printed as in a mirror).
2  Since Scheil 1905, column 251. See for instance Amiet 1966: 392 (‘Maquette antique d’un sanctuaire,
avec cérémonie célébrée au lever du soleil’) and Malbran-Labat 1995: 214.
3  The 7-line inscription is published in Scheil 1905, Gautier 1909: 42, Scheil 1911 and König 1965: 136,
no. 56. Drawing in König 1925, no. 56 (after the heliogravure in Scheil 1911, plate 11).
4  ‘h[u-h-t]áh’ (‘h’ transliterates uh) in Hinz & Koch 1987: 1059, ‘sa-hi-ya’. Regarding tah and táh,
Steve stated: ‘Il y a eu en élamite confusion graphique fréquente entre GAB [i.e. táh] et DAḪ [i.e. tah]’
(Steve 1992: 149, ‘167. GAB’). The sign uh was afterwards preferred to the sign ut drawn in König
1925, no. 56 (König 1965: 135, footnote 1).
5  On Akkadian texts in Elam, see Lackenbacher 1998.
6  In Tallon 1992: 137 it is stated only that ‘the model bears an inscription’.
7  Leaving out that I almost agree with M. Rutten who, in a forgotten note written in 1953 (Rutten
1953: 21), compared the syntagma sit šamši to middle Elamite votive formulae (see the textual
comparisons advanced in the lecture ‘Finding a Name for an Archaeological Finding: the Sit-šamši
from Šuš’, available online at the Internet address <www.elamit.net>, last modified 2004, October 7).
8  Even if a skilled Akkadian scribe would have preferred the usual logographic spelling dUTU.È (CAD
Ṣ, ‘ṣītu’, 1).
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A sign-by-sign correspondence of an Akkadian word in Elamite is possible because the
Elamite script is a selected subset originated from the Akkadian syllabary.9 At most, one
could wonder what would have happened if a required Akkadian sign was not otherwise
attested in the Elamite syllabary. Perhaps, if the foreign word was so peculiar of the foreign
culture and its need was not occasional, a new sign could be added, perhaps unconsciously,
to the target syllabary.10 This is just what happened, partly in the administrative tablets
from Tall-e Malyān (11th century BC),11 then systematically in the omina tablet12 and in the
neo-Elamite administrative tablets from the Acropolis of Susa (7th or even 6th century
BC),13 for some logograms of Babylonian month-names. However, there is at least one
exception: in the Acropolis tablets, the common sign KAM was preferred to the correct,
but unusual for the Elamite syllabary, sign GAN for writing the name of the 9th Babylo-
nian month.14
Old Persian Month-names in Elamite
Some decades later, when a strong and powerful ruling class was setting up a new state
organization, the loan language was no longer Akkadian. While speaking what we call today
Old Persian, they relied upon scribes writing in Elamite for bookkeeping purposes. So we
are not surprised to find in the Persepolis Fortification (510-494 BC)15 and Treasury (492-
                                                          
9  For a detailed reassessment of the origin and development of Elamite script, see Steve 1992. See
also Cameron 1948: 70-73, ‘The Elamite Signs of the Achaemenid Period’.
10  The conception of syllabary as a whole is obviously inferred by modern scholars. A monolingual
Elamite scribe would have known the limited number of signs used to write Elamite, but it is not
unlikely that scribes were bilingual at Susa (Steve 1992: 5-6 with further references), so it is not clear
where the Elamite syllabary ended and the Akkadian one began. On bilingualism in Elam, see
Malbran-Labat 1996.
11  Published in Stolper 1984. Dating: see Stolper 1984: 9; compare Steve 1986: 19 and 1992: 21, ‘N I A.
Malyān’.
12  Published in Scheil 1917.
13  Published in Scheil 1907 and Jusifov 1963. Dating: last quarter of the 7th century BC (Scheil 1907);
‘It is barely possible that these [Acropolis] tablets were written in the last years of the Neo-Elamite
kingdom, say between 650 and 630, or during the Neo-Babylonian occupation of Susa (roughly 600-
560) when Persian influence was entering into the area ... but when a “Treasury” could have func-
tioned at the site. It is just as possible, and perhaps more probable, however, that they were inscribed
at a time when Medes or Cyrus the Great and Cambyses were in control there—that is, in the early
years of the Achaemenids’ (Cameron 1948: 24, footnote 2); ca. 650-550 BC (Miroschedji 1982: 60); ‘no
earlier than the late seventh century B.C.’ (Stolper 1984: 8); 680 BC (Hinz 1987: 125); neo-Elamite III B,
group 1 (Steve 1992: 19-24); neo-Elamite IIIB, ca. 585-ca. 539 BC (Vallat 1996: 389, ‘1°’).
14  Basello 2002: 22a; see also Steve 1992: 149, ‘143/105. KAN’ and p. 158, ‘406. KAM’. The occurrences
of the isolated Elamite (?) month-name Rahal (see Basello 2002: 20-21) may be explained in a similar
way, i.e. instead of the 7th Babylonian month-name whose logographic writing (DU6) required a sign
unknown to the Elamite syllabary (with the only exception of the omina text). Vice versa, in
Achaemenid Elamite the sign value rad/t is attested only in Iranian anthroponyms (Steve 1992: 13
and 146, ‘83. RAD’).
15  Published in Hallock 1969 and 1978. See Hallock 1973 and 1985 for an overview of these tablets.
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459 BC)16 administrative tablets a lot of Old Persian loan-words, especially anthroponyms,
but also offices, professions, administrative technical terms, objects and month-names.17
However, Elamite and Old Persian scripts are quite different, as well as the phonetics of
the two languages: Old Persian words had to change their dressing, and none of the new
clothings was made to measure. Skimming through the glossary by R.T. Hallock in his
volume Persepolis Fortification Tablets, some particularly wealthy entries stand out: they
make up the wardrobe of Old Persian month-names,18 which had to linger in Elamite garb.
In fact they have not a standard Elamite spelling, but each can be written down in a lot of
alternating syllabic sequences. For example, the inventory of spellings and occurrences of
the month Miyakannaš stretches nearly over an entire column.19
According to the Lankelli database,20 in the Persepolis tablets there are 18 different
extant spellings for a total of 202 occurrences of the month-name Miyakannaš: the most
attested spelling, mi-ya-kán-na-aš, occurs 55 times, followed by the 54 occurrences of mi-
kán-na-iš. Then there are 4 spellings, each occurring between 15% and 5% of the total
occurrences. Under the threshold of 5% there are 12 spellings, 8 of which are attested only
once.
Miyakannaš is the most attested month-name and it is, perhaps not by chance being
accounting tablets, the last month of the year.21 The less attested month is Karmabataš with
109 occurrences. Turmar, Sakurriziš and Samiyamaš have even 28 different spellings each,
while Karmabataš only 8.
The Index of Spelling Variability
In order to have an immediately significant number representing the ratio between
attested spellings and occurrences, the Index of Spelling Variability (ISV) is obtained for
a given word dividing the number of spellings by the number of occurrences. An ISV equal
to 1 means that each occurrence of the word is written with a different spelling. The more
the ISV approaches to zero, the less the attested spellings and the more the occurrences,
e.g. the ISV of a month-name attested a lot of times with few spellings is lower than that of
an anthroponym attested just a couple of times with one and the same spelling.
                                                          
16  Published in Cameron 1948, 1958 and 1965. For a reassessment of the evidence of both the
Persepolis Fortification and Treasury tablets, see Garrison & Root 2001: 23-34.
17  See especially Cameron 1948: 40-45, ‘Old Persian Loan Words in Elamite Texts’; Hallock 1969: 9-10,
‘The Loan Words from Old Persian’; Hinz 1975.
18  The designation ‘Old Persian’ must be intended as a conventional label (see Schmitt 2003: 57).
19  Hallock 1969: 733, ‘Miyakannaš’.
20  The second release of Lankelli, a database for month-names in Elam (available at the Internet
address <www.elamit.net>), was queried throughout this research. The database surveys all the pub-
lished texts, including references to unpublished data inferred especially from the glossary in
Hallock 1969: 663-776 and from Hinz & Koch 1987. Damaged occurrences, providing no reliable data,
were excluded from statistical counts, even if Hallock inserted the most attested spelling everywhere
it was possible to restore with certainty the name of a month (on the ground of the context and/or of
calculation based on the listed amounts of rations).
21  The absolute order, by now well established, is confirmed, for instance, in PF 743, with a 12-month
period from Hadukannaš to Miyakannaš, and especially in PF 1790 (cited also in Hallock 1969: 2-3) or
PF 1779, with a sequence of months belonging to two consecutive years, both years explicitly written
(Basello 2002: 24 and footnote 104).
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The average ISV of the Old Persian month-names in Elamite script is 0.13, with a min-
imum of 0.07 for Karmabataš, whose spellings are the most persevering, and a maximum of
0.22 for Samiyamaš, the most variable in spelling.
According to G.G. Cameron, the spelling variability of Old Persian borrowed month-
names in Elamite was not surprising:
As might be expected, Elamite transliterations vary considerably. Some of the names can
have been heard only imperfectly. [...] Finally, his [i.e. of an Elamite scribe] available
orthography—derived ultimately from Sumer and Akkad—was inadequate to express all
the sounds current in the Old Persian tongue.22
 *    *    *
While 33% of Persepolis tablets with a date formulae use Old Persian month-names, a
minority equal to 6% (the remainder is dated only by year) provides another set of month-
names. Since R.T. Hallock defined them as ‘presumably Elamite in origin’,23 we might expect
that their spellings were more persevering. Nevertheless the ISV of the “native Elamite”24
group is equal to 0.23, 10% higher than that of the Old Persian month-names. So, either an
high ISV does not mean that a word is borrowed, or we might surmise that the “Elamite”
month-names are not so much Elamite.25 Nonetheless, some of these month-names really
seem related to those attested some five centuries before in the administrative tablets from
Tall-e Malyān, the ancient city of Anšan.26
                                                          
22  Cameron 1948: 41b. Obviously, the opposite may be true, i.e. the reception of a foreign word as a
crystallized form and higher freedom in writing native terms: for instance, foreign words were
generally not declined and taken as fixed forms (then really perceived as foreign) in ancient Greek.
However, a distinction must be done between scripts with variable (without affecting pronun-
ciation, as in cuneiform and other syllabic scripts) and fixed (as generally in alphabetic scripts)
orthography. For ancient languages, even if not as standardized as the orthography of contemporary
languages like German, the role of scribal schools shall not be underestimate: the act of writing was
not a mass phenomenon.
23  Hallock 1969: 74. See also Cameron 1948: 41a and footnote 11.
24  Designation quoted from Hallock 1969: 10.
25  Obviously we should first come to an agreement about what we mean by being Elamite, if R.T.
Hallock with ‘months of Susa’ meant the Babylonian month-names in the Acropolis tablets from Susa
(Hallock 1978: 111; see Basello 2002: 25, footnote 122).
26  See Basello 2002. Only Belili and Manšarki (both belonging to the Anšan group) have more than one
spelling (3 and 2 respectively); month-names such as Api and Lalube (possibly belonging to the group
of Susa) are attested a lot of times (19 and 26 respectively, restored occurrences excluded) with one
and the same spelling (transcriptions according to Stolper 1984: 196).
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1 Hadukannaš 15 1 162 0.092 Zikli 3 34 0.088 0.004
2 Turmar 28 4 158 0.173 Zarpakim 5 28 0.179 -0.006
3 Sākurriziš 28 1 139 0.200 Hadar 1 5 0.200 0.000
4 Karmabataš 8 3 109 0.071 Hallime 3 14 0.214 -0.143
5 Turnabaziš 13 0 125 0.104 Zillatam 5 13 0.385 -0.281
6 Karbašiyaš 26 0 127 0.205 Belilit 1 14 0.071 0.133
7 Bakeyatiš 10 1 128 0.078 Manšarki 11 19 0.579 -0.501
8 Markašanaš 9 1 122 0.073 Lankelli 8 24 0.333 -0.260
9 Hašiyatiš 12 2 136 0.087 Šibari 5 39 0.128 -0.041
10 Hanamakaš 18 4 144 0.122 Šermi 5 38 0.132 -0.010
11 Samiyamaš 28 0 127 0.220 Kutmama 3 22 0.136 0.084
12 Miyakannaš 19 3 202 0.093 Aššetukpi 9 34 0.265 -0.172
total 214 20 1679 total 59 284
average 17.83 0.126 average 4.92 0.226 -0.100
Table 1.  Number of spellings and occurrences of Old Persian (OP) and Elamite (El) month-names.
*  The same number of occurrences is attested for the corresponding month-names in DB/OP,
except for the 8th month whose only occurrence is lost in a damaged passage (DB/OP III 88).
The Spelling Flow Chart
In order to perform an in-depth analysis of the spellings of each month-name, it was
necessary to consolidate the many different spellings into single different signs or se-
quences of signs, even if not all the possible combinations of alternating signs or sequences
of signs are attested in concomitance in an actual spelling. Therefore the signs attested in
the spellings of a month-name were arranged consecutively in a spelling flow chart (figs. 1-
12) where the alternating signs or sequences of signs are roughly aligned in the same
vertical segment of the chart. Each pair of signs attested in sequence is linked with a line
and the number of occurrences of the two-sign sequence is written above or below the line;
lines terminating in a short perpendicular stroke departs from signs ending a spelling.
From a theoretical point of view, a sign or a sequence of signs in any word position can
be in one of the following relationships with an alternative sign or sequence:
–  equivalent, being irrelevant to pronunciation as a result of the variable orthography of
the script (due to syllabic combinatory alternatives). The following are the possible causes
of variable orthography advanced by scholars for Elamite script: irrelevance of vowels
in CVC signs27 and in VC signs part of “broken-vowel” writing (CV1-V2C),28 unpronounced
written final vowels,29 no distinction between voiced and unvoiced stops,30 unpronounced
                                                          
27  Paper 1955: 15, § 2.11 (see also p. 13); Zadok 1983: 110, § 223; Zadok 1984: 3-4: ‘CVC signs are
indifferent to vowel quality in N[eo-]E[lamite] and R[oyal ]A[chaemenid ]E[lamite], as they are in
N[eo-]/L[ate ]B[abylonian] (...), and for the same reason (influence of the alphabet)’ (‘C’ = consonant;
‘V’ = vowel).
28  Paper 1955: 9-11, § 2.8; Reiner 1969: 70-71; Mayrhofer 1973: 112-113, ‘6.3. „Broken writing“’.
29  Paper 1955: 11-12, § 2.9.
30  Paper 1955: 21; de Blois 1992, column 197. Compare Steve 1992: 8.
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written geminated consonants,31 unpronounced or unwritten h,32 and, to a much lesser
extent, homophonous signs;
–  approximate, being irrelevant to pronunciation as a result of historical,33 defective34
or inaccurate orthography. For dead languages, this case is often difficult to distinguish
from the preceding. For example, as a consequence of general inaccuracy in noting vowel
quality, one of the two alternants can be considered abbreviated, defective or less accu-
rate, such as mi-kannaš instead of mi-ya-kannaš or Karba-ši-iš instead of Karba-ši-ya-iš. The
other alternant could be defined as redundant or more accurate. For Elamite, approxi-
mate orthography is a consequence of the adaptation of Akkadian syllabary to Elamite
phonetics35;
–  alternative, recording different pronunciations (dialectal variations). In case of spel-
lings of loan-words, it could be due also to the presence of different morphemes (declined
cases) in the source language; if the writing system is the same, the exact spelling of the
source language might be replicated in the target language, even if the pronunciation may
not be the same of the source language and thus a complementary relationship (see below)
should be postulated. In extreme cases, the once or the less attested spelling could be
considered, according to our present knowledge of the language(s), inadequate in repres-
enting the actual pronunciation, i.e. a mnemonic writing (not in monumental inscrip-
tions), an engraver’s error (not in administrative tablets, i.e. occurring when an illiterate
copied the text) or an oversight of the scribe.
In case of spellings of loan-words, a further type of relationship can be postulated:
–  complementary, being different adaptations of the sounds of the source language in the
target language. Complementary spellings provide data for evaluating the phonetic sys-
tems of both the source and target languages, e.g. they render nuances of Old Persian
sounds unknown to Elamite phonetics. We do not know if complementary spellings were
pronounced differently (by monolingual Elamite speakers) or were masks of the same (Old
Persian?) pronunciation (for Persian and bilingual speakers). This is the case of Elamite
spellings such as tu and šu alternating for Old Persian θ-u.36
Therefore complementary and approximate spellings can express the same relationship
between writing and pronunciation, but the first is due to the adaptation of borrowed
words in a native phonetic system, while the latter is a consequence of the adaptation of
native words in a borrowed writing system.
Old Persian Month-names in Old Persian
Date formulae were required not only for accounting purposes but also in order to support
a strong royal ideology.37 In the Bisotun inscription (520-518 BC) it is stated several times
                                                          
31  Paper 1955: 7-8, § 2.7; Hallock 1969: 71; Reiner 1969: 75, § 3.6; Grillot-Susini 1987: 9. Compare
Reiner 1969: 112-116; Mayrhofer 1973: 107-108, ‘6.1. Der Reiner-Test’; Khačikjan 1998: 6, 2.1.
32  Paper 1955: 24-25, § 3.7; Reiner 1969: 72, § 3.1.2.
33  E.g. the spellings ‘colour’ and ‘color’ in English (OED, ‘colour, color’).
34  E.g. in scripts where vowels are not usually written, even if there are signs to write them.
35  Steve 1992: 13-14, especially §§ 7.2 and 7.3.
36  Compare however pre-Achaemenid Elamite te-em-ti and še-em-ti (Zadok 1984: 3).
37  On the role of numbers in the Bisotun inscription, see Windfuhr 1988.
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in all the languages that we came across so far, Babylonian, Elamite and Old Persian, that
king Darius did all that he wanted to be reported there in ‘one and the same year’.38 Though
the Bisotun inscription is neither a chronicle nor a plain report, 20 dates are included
in the text, attesting 9 different month-names. In fact, before the discovery of the Persep-
olis tablets in the 1930s, eight Old Persian month-names were already known both in Old
Persian language and Elamite script from Bisotun.39 A ninth, mar-ka4-za-na-iš according
to the Elamite text, unfortunately occurred in a damaged passage and is unreadable in
Old Persian. The editor(s) of the Babylonian text preferred the corresponding Babylonian
month-names written in the standard short logographic form: therefore, Old Persian loan-
words were not needed in Babylonian and the two calendars were both lunar and in syn-
chrony (at least at that time40).
The first occurrence of a month-name in the Bisotun inscription is mi-kán-na-iš in
Elamite, corresponding to Old Persian vi-i-y-kh-n-h-y (a declined form).41 This month-name
is attested two more times in the Bisotun inscription but, while the spelling remains
unchanged in the Old Persian text,42 we find a slightly different spelling in Elamite, mi-ya-
kán-na-iš,43 which will be the most attested spelling in the Persepolis administrative tablet
since nearly ten years after the carving of the Bisotun inscription. Miyakannaš is the only
month-name with variable spelling in the Bisotun inscription and, if mi-kán-na-iš was not
attested in the tablets only once less than mi-ya-kán-na-iš, we would surely think of a
scribal omission for -ya-. The Bisotun spelling is the most attested in the Persepolis tablets
also for Hadukannaš, Bakeyatiš and Sākurriziš.
The Bisotun spelling is the second most attested in the Persepolis tablets for three other
month-names: Turmar has a little gap (18 occurrences versus 22) towards the most attested
spelling, while Hanamakaš (15 occurrences versus 88) and Karmabataš (12 occurrences
versus 84) have a wider one. The differences are respectively as follows: tu-ir-ma-ir versus
tu-ru-ma-ráš; Hana-ma-ak-kaš instead of Hana-ma-kaš; CVC sign bat instead of CV ba.
The Bisotun spelling of Markašanaš is attested only once in the Persepolis tablets,44 the
difference being the sign za instead of šá.
The month-name Hašiyatiš in the Bisotun inscription has a particularly “long” spelling
not attested in the Persepolis tablets: in respect to the most attested spelling in the tablets,
it has ha-iš-ši- instead of ha-ši- and -ti-ya-iš instead of -ti-iš; other spellings have these two
sequences but they do not occur at the same time.
                                                          
38  Kent 1953: 160 (h-m-h-y-a-y-a θ-r-d in DB/OP IV 4-5, 41, 45, 52 and 60). For a chronological survey
of the problem, see Hallock 1960 (citing further references, in particular Poebel 1938b and also 1938a)
and Tuplin 2005: 234-235.
39  The Old Persian month-names were studied linguistically by Justi (1897) and Oppert (1898 and
1899) until Poebel (1938a) was able to fill in the gaps and fix the relative order thanks to the
Persepolis tablets discovered in the meantime. Then Cameron (1948: 41 and pp. 44-45, ‘Table 4’), Kent
(1953: 160-163, ‘IV. The Persian Calendar and Behistan I-IV’, and month-names in the ‘Lexicon’),
Brandenstein & Mayrhofer (1964, month-names in the ‘Lexicon’), Hinz (1973: 64-70) engaged in the
challenge to reconstruct the missing Old Persian names and guess their etymology (see Panaino 1990:
658-660 for further references), as de Blois (2006) and Schmitt (1985a, 1985b, 1987, 1989, 1996 and
especially 2003 and 2006) are doing more recently.
40  Basello 2002: 15.
41  DB/AE I 28-29; DB/OP I 37.
42  DB/OP II 98 and III 68.
43  DB/AE II 72 and III 29.
44  Fort. 3126:9-10.
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Where a CVC sign alternates with “broken-vowel” writings in the tablets, the Bisutun
spellings prefer the former instead of the latter: kan versus ka4-nu or ka4-na in Hadukannaš
and Miyakannaš, kar and bat in Karmabataš, kaš in Hanamakaš.45
So, for 4 month-names out of 9, the Bisotun spelling is the preferred one in the extant
Persepolis tablets too. Considering the wide choice of alternative spellings, this should not
be a mere chance: should these spellings be considered as the most correct? How could this
correctness be evaluated? ‘Correct’ because they are more accurate in rendering the Old
Persian pronunciation? Or should a scribe have preferred the fastest spelling to write, at
least in an accounting tablet?
Evaluating the Elamite Spellings of Old Persian Month-names
Although I have no definitive answers, some remarks could be drawn about the exceedingly
number of different Elamite spellings for Old Persian month-names.
–  First of all, month-names, being limited in number and often required in administra-
tive texts, are far more attested than single foreign anthroponyms or other loan-words,
resulting in a greater number of chances to be variable in spelling.
–  Thanks to the tablets dated also by year, we can exclude a diachronic evolution in the
preferred (i.e. most attested) spelling, since the more a spelling is attested, the more it is
distributed over the years proportionally to the total number of tablets dated to that year.
–  Regional variants cannot be found either in pronunciation or scribal habits. Supposing
that the tablets were not written in the same place, no relationship could be drawn corre-
lating toponyms and month-name spellings occurring in the same tablet.
–  Likewise I could not single out dialectal developments looking for concomitant spelling
developments in other words of the same tablet,46 except in the following isolated case:
the spelling sa-kur-ra-a-iz-za is attested exclusively in the three tablets PF 1325-27, in
concomitance with the spelling ku-iz-za, which, according to Hallock, represents kutiša
(ku-ti-(iš-)šá)47; here z could be a device for writing the consonantal group /tš/ or a
dialectal variation instead of /tiš/ or /taš/. This does not mean that dialectal variants
did not exist: according to Schmitt, spellings such as Bake-ha-zí and Haši-ha-zí represents
alternative writings.48 However, dialectal variation can explain only few unpersevering
spellings.
–  Some spellings can be regarded as abbreviated writings, such as tu-ma-ráš (2 occur-
rences) and šu-ru-mar (2), sa-ak-ri-za (3), kar-ba-ši (2), ha-na-ma-ak (1), mi-kin-na (4) and
mi-kán (1), but they remain isolated occurrences, except perhaps for mi-kán-na (25) and
                                                          
45  Notice that in Markašanaš, kaš instead of ka4-šá or ka4-za (as in the Bisotun spelling) is never
attested.
46  Assuming that a tablet represents a textual unit with respect to the category of authorship, place
and time.
47  Hallock 1969: 72; also p. 719, ‘kutiš’ and ‘kutiša’. Compare also the spellings for kurzap, equivalent
in meaning to kurtašpe (Hallock 1969: 717-718, ‘kurtaš’.).
48  Schmitt 2003: 29ff (see the list in Schmitt 2003: 57). In a more general framework, see Lecoq 1974:
60: ‘Les noms de mois donnés par Darius dans la même inscription [i.e. DB/OP] trahissent également
une bigarure dialectale apparemment tout aussi arbitraire avec le mède Varkazana à côté de formes
authentiquement perses somme Āçiyādiya’.
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mi-ka4-na (16). However, for some of these is debatable the status of abbreviated versus
not redundant approximate writing.
Actually, we should have come to an agreement about the causes of variable orthography
from the beginning. But this would have proved to be impossible, since our understanding
of the Elamite language and phonetics is far to be so definite. Rather, on the ground of the
evidence of the spellings of month-names, the following remarks on the variable ortho-
graphy can be proposed.
–  Let us take into consideration the three alternating syllabic sequences CV-C1V(C), CV-
VC1-C1V(C) and CVC1-C1V(C). The first spelling seems to mark with accuracy the quality of
the first vowel, especially if it is /i/ or /u/; the pronunciation does not seem to be granted
in case of Ca. The second spelling is perhaps more accurate in noting that the first vowel
was pronounced, while the third one that it was not pronounced (and in case of CVr signs
we are facing probably an Old Persian //).
–  hV-C1V(C) and VC1-C1V(C) seems to be equivalent at the beginning of a word. It is gen-
erally stated that /h/ had a tendency to be lost in neo- and Achaemenid Elamite.49 Taking
into consideration only the evidence of the month-name spellings, it seems that the sign A
in an initial position was not suitable to express foreign words beginning in vowel.
–  Ca-a is not /Cā/ but /Cai/ or /Cay/. On a strictly Elamite ground, a (conventional)
phonemic transcription for Sākurriziš might be /saikriziš/.50
–  Since the reading ké has been rejected from the Elamite syllabary by Steve,51 it should
be better to transcript /bagiy(a)tiš/ instead of Bakeyatiš, in agreement also with the Old
Persian spelling.
–  The spelling na-iš points to /naš/, being “broken-vowel” writing, while nu-ya(-iš) to
/ni(š)/. On the one hand, Kent’s Old Persian transcription Adukanaiša-, based on Elamite
“broken-vowel” writing na-iš,52 is probably groundless. On the Elamite hand, I prefer
/(h)adukniš/, since for the group /kn/ the sign CVC is the most attested and there are
no CV-VC forms pointing to the presence of a vowel.
However, if we think of the different spellings as in a consonantic script with mater
lectionis (such as ya for /i/ or a for the diphthong /ai/, the latter perhaps as in Akkadian a-a
for /aya/), otherwise inaccurate in noting vowel quality (both CVC and Ca signs), nearly
all the spellings would be equivalent. Moreover, it should be noted that the signs most
persevering in noting vowel quality are those having inherent i or u (Ci and Cu) like in Old
Persian.53
                                                          
49  Reiner 1969: 72, § 3.1.2; Khačikjan 1998: 7, § 2.3.1. Also Grillot-Susini 1987: 10.
50  Notice also the following, less systematic, correspondences at the beginnning of a word: a-a- =
/aya-/; a-aC1-C1V(C)- = /awa-/ (as in the spelling a-áš-šá-rki(m) for the Elamite month-name Manšarki,
probably pronounced as /(a)wašarki/); VC1-C2V- = Old Persian /C1C2V-/ (prothetic vowel, see Paper
1955: 13).
51  Steve 1992: 58, no. 85.
52  Kent 1953: 167b.
53  See the remarks on Old Persian script in D’Erme 1983.
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Scribe’s Perseverance
At last, no correlation can be deduced from Hallock’s categories that, though being a
modern classification, keep apart formal documents (category T, ‘Letters’) and documents
related to high-rank officials (category H, ‘Receipts by Officials’). Even if only in these
categories the name of the scribe is written (followed by the forms talliš and tallišta of the
verb talli-, ‘(he) wrote (the tablet)’), they do not appear different from others, as one could
have supposed them to be.54
It is often said that the scribes operating in the Persepolis administration were Elamite,
probably from Susa, in connection with a long scribal tradition whose last extant docu-
ments are the neo-Elamite administrative tablets found on the Acropolis.55 How many
scribes were working in Persepolis or elsewhere? Were they all Elamite in origin? Were not
Persians trained as scribes? After 25 centuries we still have some chances to know them,
even by name.
In fact 42 scribes left their own proper name as a signature on the tablets. While G.G.
Cameron took it for granted, at least for some of them, that being Elamite the scribes, their
names would be Elamite as well,56 M. Mayrhofer assigned an Old Persian etymology to the
most of them. According to M. Mayrhofer only 10% (out of 1892 names) of the anthro-
ponyms attested in the tablets is Elamite.57 Nearly the same ratio turns out from the
anthroponyms of the 42 known scribes: 12% Elamite and 76% Persian; the remainder is
uncertain. However, it could be possible that some Elamites adopted Iranian names,58 so the
onomastics does not help us so much: one can continue to think that scribes were all
Elamites. Surely some scribes did not feel obliged to change name.
occurrencesanthroponym linguisticorigin* no. tablets
1 an-su-uk-ka4 Old Persian 3 PF 1790, 1795, 656
2 at-te-ba-du-iš ? 2 PT 31, 31a
3 ba-ka4-ba-ad-da Old Persian 2 PT 58, 68
4 ba-ka4-du-iš-da Old Persian 1 PF 268
5 ba-ka4-ke-ya Old Persian 1 PF 1805
6 ba-ka4-pi-ik-na Old Persian 3 PF 667, 1798, 1802
7 ba-ku-uk-ba-ma Old Persian 1 PF 247
                                                          
54  Notice also that Elamite month-names are not attested in tablets classified as category T, while
only 2 occurrences (versus 32 of Old Persian month-names) are known from tablets of category H.
55  Perrot 1981: 79-80; Potts 1999: 320; Cameron 1948: 21-22.
56  Cameron 1948: 84, ‘Hi-pír-uk-ka4’.
57  Mayrhofer 1973: 310. Zadok 1984: 4: ‘The majority of the names in the Persepolis documents is
non-Elamite’. Compare Benveniste 1966: 75-99, ‘Onomastique perse dans les tablettes élamites’, espe-
cially p. 97: ‘Au total, peuvent être tenus pour certains ou probables, au moins pour possibles, plus de
400 noms que nous restituons comme iraniens, sur un ensemble d’environ 1500 noms propres
recueillis dans les tablettes élamites des Fortifications. La portion non-iranienne, surtout élamite et
babylonienne, de cette onomastique devra être à son tour analysée et recensée avant qu’on puisse
en tirer des inductions sur la répartition des langues et des populations dans la région de Persépolis
au Ve siècle’.
58  Changing name is a well-known practice in Elam since Ur III and Old Babylonian times (Zadok
1984: 4). On ethnic inference from onomastics, see Rossi 1981: 164-169. See, for instance, the case of
Karabba in Giovinazzo 2000-2001: 67 and footnote 49 (see also Mayrhofer 1973: 177, § 8.761, and Hinz
& Koch 1987: 437, ‘hh.qa-ra-ab-ab’).
Continues on next page
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8 ba-nu-ka4 Old Persian 1 PF 674
9 ba-sa-a-za Old Persian (?) 1 PF 658
10 da-a-hi-uk-ka4 Old Persian 1 PF 1809
11 da-ad-da Old Persian 1 PT 12
12 da-ad-da-man-ya Old Persian59 2 PT 6, 7, 8
13 hi-in-tam-uk-ka4 Old Persian (?) 28 PT 1, 3, 3a, 9
PF 672, 673, 675, 676, 677, 678, 1182, 1813,
1814, 1815, 1816, 1817, 1818, 1819, 1820, 1821,
1822, 1823, 1824, 1825, 1826, 1827, 1828, 2069
14 hi-iš-be-iš Elamite 1 PF 665
15 hi-iš-[x]-ma-na – 1 PF 1831
16 hi-te-ha-pi Elamite 1 PF 1803
17 in-da-pi-za Elamite (?)60 2 PT 28, 29
18 ir-te-na Old Persian 1 PF 668
19 ir-zap-par-ra Median (?) 1 PF 280
20 ka4-ma Old Persian 1 PT 14
21 ka4-me-iz-za Old Persian 3 PF 661, 1788, 1789
22 kam-pi-ya Old Persian 1 PF 659
23 kar-ki-iš Old Persian 5 PT 22
PF 654, 690, 1792, 1793
24 ki-iz-zi-pu-par-ra Iranian (?) 1 PF 317
25 kur-du-mi-iš – 4 PF 614, 670, 671, 1810
26 mar-ri-ya-kar-šá Old Persian 1 PF 662
27 mi-iš-šá-[...] Old Persian 1 PT 12a
28 mu-iš-ka4 Old Persian 2 PT 13
PF 1794
29 pi-ši-ya Old Persian 1 PF 660
30 pu-uk-te-iz-za Old Persian 2 PF 666, 1853
31 šá-ak-šá-ba-nu-iš Old Persian 6 PF 657, 1791, 1796, 1797, 2025, 2067
32 šá-man-da Old Persian 6 PF 669, 689, 1799, 1800, 1801, 1804
33 šá-ti-du-du Elamite 1 PF 1811
34 šu-te-iz-za Old Persian 1 PF 1830
35 tak-ma-zí-ya Old Persian 3 PF 1806, 1807, 1810
36 te-tuk-ka4 Old Persian 1 PT 27
37 ú-ni-ni Elamite 1 PT 21
38 ú-ra-te-en-da Old Persian (?) 4 PT 15, 16, 18, 19
39 uk-pu-un-da Old Persian 1 PF 655
40 ú-ma-ya Old Persian 2 PF 664, 2068
41 za(?)-kam-uk-ka4 Old Persian 1 PF 254
42 zí-nu-ya-pír Elamite 1 PF 1808
33 anthroponyms = 76.2 %
(including 5 dubious)
Old Persian,
Median, Iranian 90
  6 anthroponyms = 11.9 %
(including 1 dubious) Elamite 7
Table 2.  Anthroponyms of scribes in the Persepolis tablets.
*  According to Hinz & Koch 1987, except where differently stated.
                                                          
59  On the correspondence man = Old Persian v-h-(y), see Mayrhofer 1973: 108-109, ‘6.2. <man> =
/vah/, /va(h)i/ ?’.
60  Iranian in Gershevitch 1969a: 191, ‘Indapiza’.
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17 scribes out of 42 are attested as authors of more than one tablet.61 In the tablets
written by 7 of these 17 scribes, for a total number of 70 tablets, the same month-name
occurs in different tablets. In only 3 cases the spelling is unpersevering. Moreover, even
if we had not had the scribes’ proper names, on the 107 tablets (belonging especially to
Hallock’s category V, ‘Journal’) where the same month-name is attested more than once,
only 8 times it is written with different spellings: in 3 instances a final sign iš is added; in
2 instances a final ya is replaced by iš; in 4 instances there is one variant against two or
more occurrences of the same spelling. Evidently, the scribes did not want or feel free to
vary the spelling of a month-name in the same text, save in the rarest cases that we can
consider exceptional.
Waiting for new data or, better, for the digitalization of already known data, the only
certainty is that the different spellings of Old Persian month-names are due to different
scribes or, better, each scribe had a preferred spelling, a personal standard, with which he
complied, more or less consciously. The creativity is not exercised from time to time, but
once and forever, perhaps when he was required for the first time to write an Old Persian
month-name. This could happen because the scribes were not taught at school how to write
Old Persian month-names: being recent loan-words, they were not fixed by a long scribal
tradition and nobody imposed a standard, save perhaps the use of Old Persian month-
names as a whole.
Logographic versus Phonetic Writings
Spelling variability is a constant feature of the Persepolis tablets: for instance, 20 are the
different attested spellings of the ordinal morpheme -ummemana; the entries of toponyms
such as Matezziš and Persepolis in Hallock’s ‘Glossary’ or Vallat’s Répertoire géographique are
similarly rich in attested spellings.62 Instead, in a slightly older Elamite administrative
corpus such as the tablets from the Acropolis of Susa,63 spelling variability is nearly absent:
for example, in the 23 anthroponyms attested more than once, none has variable spelling.
This inconsistency between Persepolis and Susa could be explained by the quantitative
disproportion between the two corpora (more than 2200 published tablets versus 299) and
consequently by the smaller number of scribes at work in Susan administration.
A further scrap of evidence could be gained from logograms. The number of logograms
attested in Achaemenid Elamite is higher than that known from the preceding stages of
Elamite script,64 even if the whole number of signs in the syllabary is lower than that
attested in the neo-Elamite period.65 Out of 84 logograms attested in Achaemenid Elamite,
one third (precisely 29) was not attested before.66 On the other hand, logograms largely
known in the neo-Elamite period disappeared almost completely from the Achaemenid
documents: for example, staying within the limits of the date formulae, the logograms for
                                                          
61  Assuming that possible cases of homonymy are not statistically significant.
62  Hallock 1969: 728, ‘Matezziš’; Vallat 1993: 178-179, ‘Matezziš’.
63  Published in Scheil 1907.
64  Steve 1992: 10-12; Vallat 1996: 386-387.
65  See Steve 1992: 11, fig. 1.
66  Count based on the list of logograms in Steve 1992: 36-39 (dubious occurrences excluded).
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Babylonian month-names, the logogram KAM marking ordinal numbers and the logogram
UD ‘day’. The presence of a higher number of logograms, especially pointing to real objects,
could be perhaps only a consequence of the hugeness of Achaemenid administrative
corpora, although this is not enough to state that phonetic writings were preferred to
logographic ones.
Logographic writings, being conventional, must have been learned at school, while the
variability in phonetic writings points to a lack of systematic encoding. My feeling is that
the learning course of the scribes in Persepolis was brief and hasty, perhaps in concom-
itance with a compelling need of new scribes working in a fast-expanding administration.
The present contribution is a synthesis of a still unpublished extensive research on the spellings of
month-names in the Persepolis tablets. I would like to thank Grazia Giovinazzo and Adriano V.
Rossi (‘L’Orientale’ University, Naples) who, at different stages, read this study improving it with
their suggestions.
APPENDIX A:
SPELLINGS ENDING IN A (C)VŠ SIGN
In Hallock’s transcription, 11 Old Persian month-names out of 12 end in š, the only
exception being Turmar. However, even Turmar, which is the only month-name written
without a final (C)Vš sign in Bisotun too, has a lot of spellings ending in a (C)Vš sign, while
every other Old Persian month-name has several spellings ending in other signs.
DB/AE Persepolis tabletsorder Old Persianmonth-name occurrences % occurrences % ranking†
1 Hadukannaš 1 100.0 112 68.7 1st-2nd
2 Turmar 0 0.0 75 46.3 1st
3 Sākurriziš 1 100.0 131 93.6 1st-9th
4 Karmabataš 3 100.0 107 95.5 1st-3rd
5 Turnabaziš – – 121 96.8 1st-4th
6 Karbašiyaš – – 89 70.1 1st
7 Bakeyatiš 1 100.0 112 86.8 1st-2nd
8 Markašanaš 1 100.0 84 68.3 1st
9 Hašiyatiš 2 100.0 115 83.3 1st-2nd
10 Hanamakaš 4 100.0 120 81.1 1st-2nd
11 Samiyamaš – – 101 79.5 1st-3rd
12 Miyakannaš 3 100.0 137 66.8 1st-2nd
Table 3.  Number of occurrences of Old Persian month-names ending in a (C)Vš sign.
†  Ranking of spellings ending in a (C)Vš sign within the most attested spellings.
In the Persepolis tablets, the spelling of a month-name ends with a (C)Vš sign in 78.1% of
the occurrences. The lowest percentage (46.3%) belongs to Turmar: according to Hallock,
this is because ‘the form Turmar, identical in pattern with the native Elamite month name
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Lankel (a variant of Lankelli67) and similar to Zikli and Šermi, was readily accomodated’.68
I think that it was the final r of the Old Persian stem to make the difference in Elamite69:
save just for Turmar, a (C)Vš sign appears nearly always70 as an alternative to vowel-ending
spellings.
Hadukannaš is the only month-name having š as ending of the Old Persian stem, but its
percentage of spellings ending with a (C)Vš sign in Elamite is lower than the average; then
Markašanaš and Miyakannaš follow: these three month-names share several occurrences
having n-signs in final position.
month-name áš iš kaš maš ráš taš ši zí za ya an kán na nu ir ur mar ra ak ka4 ma da ti
Hadukannaš 112 30 16 5
Turmar 4 71 64 1 3 19
Sākurriziš 131 1 8
Karmabataš 107 5
Turnabaziš 120 1 ! 1 3
Karbašiyaš 1 88 7 30 1 !
Bakeyatiš 1 111 1 16
Markašanaš 2 82 39
Hašiyatiš 113 2 4 6 1 ! 12
Hanamakaš 4 116 1 ! 27
Samiyamaš 1 7 56 38 2 15 7 1
Miyakannaš 4 133 1 ! 67
Table 4.  Number of occurrences of Old Persian month-names arranged according to the final sign.
It is commonly assumed that in Elamite the š ending denotes words of Iranian origin.71
However, it suffices to skim through a list of Elamite kings to recognize that this ending
was largely known in Elamite since a long time,72 especially in onomastics.73 Maybe a š
                                                          
67  la-an-ké-ul: attested 2 times out of 24 occurrences, plus 2 occurrences as la-ké-ul.
68  Hallock 1969: 10.
69  Perhaps r was considered as an Elamite ending, corresponding in fact to the delocutive suffix,
even if months are inanimate (though often deified).
70  Moreover, the four exception (-an in Karbašiyaš and Hašiyatiš on the same tablet PF 1050, -ak in
Hanamakaš, -kán in Miyakannaš) could be regarded as errors on other grounds.
71  Hallock 1969: 9-10, ‘The Loan Words from Old Persian’: ‘There seems to be only one possible
source of this -š: it came into Elamite from O[ld ]P[ersian] along with the loan words which in
O[ld ]P[ersian] had -š as a case ending. The Elamites [i.e. the scribes working for the royal court and
the state administration] then attached the -š analogically to other O[ld ]P[ersian] loan words. This
procedure offered a certain advantage. It would be difficult to accomodate, one by one, numerous
words of disturbingly non-Elamite configuration. It would not be so difficult to accomodate a large
group, constituting a sort of class, marked by a common ending. The month names borrowed from
O[ld ]P[ersian] exemplify the Elamite use of the final š. In O[ld ]P[ersian] most of these did not have
final š in the nominative, nor in the genitive, which might be more to the point. In Elamite all appear
both with and without final š’ (p. 10). Khačikjan 1998: 12, ‘e) -(a)š’: ‘This suffix, especially widespread
in A[chaemenid ]E[lamite], was part of vocabulary connected with agriculture and of O[ld ]P[ersian]
loan-words’. Compare Cameron 1948: 44: ‘Several of the Elamite forms bear a final š which does not
always belong to the Old Persian word and which must in those cases considered an Elamitic termi-
nation commonly found in borrowed words’.
72  Moreover š as a case ending in Old Persian is not so much attested, while s is replaced by
unwritten ḥ (Kent 1953: 41b, § 119).
73  Zadok 1983: 111-112, citing (footnote 498 on p. 111) Reiner 1969: 76, § 4.1.
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ending was used to naturalize foreign words, perhaps in order to avoid a final vowel or to
point out that the otherwise final vowel was to be read.74
APPENDIX B:
SPELLING HARMONIZATION?
Looking at Hallock’s transcriptions, straight correspondences can be noticed in the final
parts of Hadukannaš  and Miyakannaš , Bakeyatiš  and Hašiyatiš , and, to a lesser extent,
Sakurriziš and Turnabaziš.
The pairs where both names are known also from the Bisotun inscription show only a
vague assonance in their Old Persian spellings. The Old Persian declined forms a-du-u-k-[n-
i]-š-h-y and vi-i-y-kh-n-h-y are very different: the latter having a velar voiceless fricative
instead of the homorganic stop, while š is part of the stem of the first; b-a-g-y-a-d-i-š and
a-ç-i-y-a-di-i-y-h-y are rather different in their Old Persian declined form and so in the last
vowel of the Old Persian stem, though having the same dental stop75; in the latter pair,
Elamite z represents an Old Persian c (θ-a-i-g-r-c-i-š) in Sākurriziš and probably a j in
Turnabaziš, the common Old Persian reconstruction being *Dnabāji-.76
Looking at the Elamite spellings of these month-names, two rather different situations
were found. Regarding the last two pairs, not only the most attested spellings, but also the
minor variants (though very few for the latter pair, the common part being too short) can
be compared, as can be seen from the spelling flow charts (figs. 7, 9, 3 and 5); in partic-
ular, for Hašiyatiš and Bakeyatiš there is a comparable development also in the few aberrant
spellings in -hazi and -hatiš. At a first glance to the spelling flow charts, the same situ-
ation seems to be true also for Hadukannaš and Miyakannaš, save for the absence of ya in
the latter; instead, comparing the occurrences of corresponding syllabic sequences, note-
worthy differences come out: nu is attested very few times in Miyakannaš, while it is nearly
equally attested as na (and always followed by ya) in Hadukannaš; moreover, as last sign, na
is four times more attested in Miyakannaš than in Hadukannaš.
Notwithstanding, in order to ascertain whether scribes consciously standardize the
assonant final parts of Old Persian month-names in Elamite, I checked the tablets where
both month-names of each above-mentioned pairs appear. The final -kannaš is written in
the same way in 13 cases (including the Bisotun inscription) versus 20; the final -yatiš in 26
occurrences versus 6 (including significantly the Bisotun inscription); the final -ziš in 27
occurrences versus 4. So it seems that the majority of scribes did not regard Hadukannaš
and Miyakannaš as similar, perhaps being aware of their different Old Persian stem. There-
fore I think that this difference has to be reflected in their standard Elamite transcription.
                                                          
74  See, for instance, Paper 1955: 11-12, ‘Written final vowels’.
75  Notice also Poebel 1938a: 141: ‘The variants dba-gi-ia-ti-ia-iš, dqa-ir-ba-ši-ia-iš, etc., may indicate a
long (contracted) vowel in the last syllable of the Old Persian names; but more probably they are the
genitive forms belonging to the nominatives dba-gi-ia-ti-iš, etc.’.
76  Schmitt 1996 and 2003: 47-49 (§ 3.11) with further references.
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ABBREVIATIONS
DB/AE:  Elamite text of Darius’ Bisotun inscription published in Grillot-Susini & al. 1993.
DB/OP:  Old Persian text of Darius’ Bisotun inscription published in Schmitt 1991.
CAD:  The Assyrian Dictionary of the Oriental Institute of the University of Chicago, Chicago.
Fort.:  Tablets from the Persepolis fortification wall, partially renumbered as PF
(correspondences in Hallock 1969: 12) and almost entirely renumbered as PF-NN
(correspondences in Hinz & Koch 1987: 1370-1392).
OED:  Oxford English Dictionary, 2nd edition on CD-ROM (version 1.13), Oxford, 1994.
PF:  2087 tablets from the Persepolis fortification wall published in Hallock 1969.
PFa:  33 tablets from the Persepolis fortification wall published in Hallock 1978.
PF-NN:  Unpublished tablets from the Persepolis fortification wall transliterated by Hallock
(see Hallock 1978: 109) and circulating as photocopies among scholars.
PT:  Tablets from the Persepolis “treasury” published in Cameron 1948.
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Figs. 1-12.  Spelling flow charts of the Old Persian month-names in Elamite.
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